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THERE’S A MAGIC TO IT
John Herring
The last hole of the mini-golf course was to land the ball in a hatch that fired a toy
jet into the air towards a tiny bedazzled airport, landing upright on the lanes was
the goal. Heija and his noodle limbs were up, loading back and swinging through
like the fall of a rope and people cheered like a sitcom track. Farrah only looked up
when the jet plopped onto the grass, and she cursed over their pushed sighs.
They got orange soda after. It was nearing sunset, the three lying on their bean
bags with the L.A Women album on repeat. Whoever complained about the home
or the country had to make dinner. Farrah spent a lot of time watching for Heija
who’d sometimes turn around and gaze into her and ask a very nonsensical yet
specific question like how much sweat she produced in a year or what her last
Christmas present would be and she’d always find an answer, learning to grab one.
He did it the first day they got here and now it was a thing that happened every so
often.
Their current act was a musical about human clumsiness and Heija and Campbell
played lousy salesmen while Farrah was on the drum set: cymbal crashes and
drum rolls to their loud accidents. The act had gotten increasingly more brutal and
extravagant as Campbell pushed for a stronger sense of irony. It was held at the
neighborhood gazebo.
At night by the quay Paco told her she wasn’t that interesting. Coming here for the
summer and then going right back. The boat lights shone towards the city, she was
mushing it with her index finger and pinky; he said it was like not coming. His eyes
stayed on hers but she didn’t move and he asked if she was tired and she said yes
and they went to his home in wrapped hips and when they got in she went to his
bed and curled her body all the way in.
The morning streets were quiet. Their steps crunched along the sandy footpaths.
Buildings were dark and a dusty haze flew in the air. They did not speak the whole
way except for when Paco named the species of a flower.
Paco’s grandmother’s house was a small yellow house with silver menagerie and
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rows of family pictures. She was sitting on a sofa chair in a green dress. Paco
kissed her on the cheek and said hello but she caught Farrah looking at the
pictures and called out that those were all her old family who used to work for
royalty here. She brought them into the kitchen and leaned against the cracked
wooded counter, and began to tell the story of a man who had given her a whole
beef stew today at the pharmacy, swinging around on line and handing her the
large sweaty pot, saying it was better in her hands. She did not like being an old
woman or wearing colorful clothing because people treated her like some
sorceress woman. Paco argued that she herself was still beautiful, that people just
drew to aweing appearances. The stew was on the stove but Paco had turned it off
and already ordered some restaurant food; Farrah said it was true she was still
beautiful. His grandmother looked at Farrah, surveyed her, told her to do a salsa.
They went to the beach the next day, and Farrah ran right for the water grabbing
Paco’s arm. She threw him in, forcing him down under the cold waves and mushy
foam until he broke free, surging out of the water with a mask of seaweed and she
dashed away. She kicked her legs as hard as she could all the way up to his
grandmother in her tent chair and breaking to the sand.
“You have beautiful legs,” his grandmother said, “ They will love you for your legs.”
She didn’t sleep over that night and caught the last train on schedule, seated
across two laborers arguing about what would eventually destroy this earth.
There was a party going on that night with free food and drinks and music and she
was invited; the leader Marc from the airport who’d told her about the need for
community here and to be able to celebrate comfortably and all she needed to do
to join Les Etrangers was go to the events. She got off at her home stop and
watched Jeopardy.
She watched Jeopardy for the next three days, eating packets of rice and using the
show as an exercise in line with right or wrong answers. History went okay but the
machinery questions gave her some burn. She finished the whole series in the
three days, coming outside for the rice and feigning cough or injury when the guys
or their friends had called her out to join.
She read the self-help pamphlet from under her bed which said that helping others
was the number one cure of stress. Two adult men feeding an old lady adorned the
cover. She tacked the pamphlet to her wall and called a therapeutic hotline. A
concerned greeting of a woman appeared and Farrah slowly and thoroughly
described the backstory with all of the adjectives she knew of her past of family
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and dreams and rejection. The woman suggested going on a date, or at least
imagining she had one. When Farrah asked for elaboration she said it was just a
certain for change, that inevitably she’d act differently. Farrah acknowledged her
agreement and inquired about courting methods.
The next day Farrah wrote her friend Kelly a letter. It addressed the shoplifting
incident which Kelly did not get since she didn’t have an immigrant mother. The
arrest at Macy’s was the ultimate stab to the tyrant, an escape from this fear-
based rule. Kelly was not wrong in thinking Farrah was a con. She did things to get
hers just like everyone else got theirs but just in her own special swag. It was
impossible to think that the free meals and the skips on lines were not badass. Her
and Kelly were just not friend material. And the best thing was just to know that.
Kelly should take that waiter job at the diner since that would be good for life and
Farrah would dig further in this country, this strange country, life was strange.
Paco picked her up in his jeep at dawn and they drove onto the freeway. It bumped
and hobbled over rocks. The white sunlight crept into the car and shone on the
glass and she had to tent her eyes to look at Paco’s mouth. It was smirking the
whole time, not just with the cheap jokes or the her not knowing things but
through the entire car ride.
The lake was a clean sheet, a few glistenings. Each graze of the water rippled
through the lake in soft and lengthening arrows. A woman had sacrificed herself
here, he said. Tigers used to live by lakes. A drop of sweat had fallen from his
cheek and she flicked it off.
They climbed up the mountain under the screeching hawks. Her legs cracked with
each step. Rocks crumbled from below and pounded violently against the long
slope. Paco made no noises except for his quick huffs. At the last lunge he came
behind her and heaved her to the top and she fell onto a large field entirely
covered in violets.
She asked if this was something he knew as a child or from his family and he said
that he planned this for her. She held her look at him until he pointed to the view
and she followed the point. The horizon, the eternal line, a milky blue and a sharp
purple, finely divided and blending into each other at the same time.
In the view there was a hint of a green color that was the green of her old pajamas
and the walls of many doctor’s offices. She watched it as Paco spoke of his feelings
and how his life all progressed to this moment.
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Their lips pressed together roughly and saliva rubbed around their mouths. She’s
kicked the water canister off the cliff. They went to the ground and on the first
touch of the violets a swan had flown over.
Campbell had written a new play called “The Lemon Jackets,” a play in the life of a
woman which was set to be performed at the downtown seafood restaurant. It
focused on a woman from their home country. The play began with Farrah
stepping out to the crowd with a speech, on how no one would get in the way of
her living a life, doing weird things and making questionable decisions. Not even
the beautiful ones could stop it or these so-called friendly types. She proceeded
with several moves and skits like a combat fight with her mirror or a snag of
someone’s drink. The crowd reacted intensely during the show, wooing and
clapping throughout and getting increasingly louder. She ended the play with a
claim on how this new country better not be any different, that it couldn’t be
otherwise. The crowd rose in ovation and got even stronger when Campbell came
out as the writer but he gestured it to Farrah to give the credit of the play to the
actress.
Her dresses grew more flowy over the days. It only showed itself when people at
bars thought she was from their border country. They asked what she did with
herself here since she seemed so uninterested with her present situation like her
body had no interest with itself. She’d shrug and sip her beer, usually, maybe a nod
if they kept going.
She started to be outside. She followed one of the paths out of her gate and
traveled through the spastic city, coffee mills, homeless shelters, trade schools.
The city was filled with people and structures but at some times fell into these
voids, these pockets of non-reality. Many farmers would sleep on the beach here.
Sheaves of vegetables hung on the doors in different color schemes. She never
said anything of her walks except for when a mother cow was being prayed over.
The next play was on Labor day. The seats were filled and the room buzzed with
chatter and excited giggles. Farrah stood behind the curtain in a frayed cotton
dress and frizzed-out hair. The owner announced the name of the play, Love, and
she came out onto the stage, stomping around angrily.
A drill of questions, why didn’t anyone know who she was, what she hated or who
she wanted to destroy. She stepped down to the floor and walked right up to a
woman and said she had the least excuse. The stage then darkened and lit up to
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her at a bar with a man, Heija, leaning over drinks and teasing each other. Each of
them were marked to their countries; she was submissive, cold, and resigned to
life but he was far worse, the infection of this world, the obnoxious, stiff,
narcissistic spirit who had come here to spread his illness. She asked if he was
happy with himself and he showed his nice teeth with a smile.
Next was a sped-up reenactment of their going home together: leaving the bar
and walking the streets and passing a druggie and sharing their pasts to each
other; she was tight on Heija’s stories like a patrol, waiting for that old violation.
He did eventually say that he came here to live a more natural and spiritual way of
life, that was the case. She scoffed in the air before he finished speaking.
They entered her apartment hugging a bottle of wine and fell to the leather couch.
There was a moment of needing to say something, sitting straight on, their eyes
glowing, a prolonged exchange of breaths.
She said he was not attractive. There was a feeling in him of an errand boy. It did
the opposite of getting her to put up. She jumped from the couch and went to the
kitchen and Heija had held still in his perched-over position, in conversation pose.
There were a few seconds of nothing, the water running, until Heija’s raspy voice
poked out and said to excuse his behavior, there was just this magic to her. The
water cut off and he continued. Only one epiphany had ever occurred in his life,
when he was 17 and he visited his dying father’s sparse hometown and realized
that everyone in the world had a story, amazing or shitty or revolutionary or
nothing, each one of the billions of people had one and they all swirled around
simultaneously on this earth along with his, forever until it all ended. But today he
also learned that anger was good. Beautiful, actually, with her skillful jabs and
cynicisms that brought them deeper into the shallows. She turned this ugly mood
into a work of art, a thing necessary to human spirit, and in no way could he
achieve anything like that. Since always anger was an evil and an unneeded
emotion to survive in this world, taught by his old pastor parents. But a door had
opened today. And many more doors would open, if she stayed along with him.
There did not even need to be any touch. He got up and looked at her but she was
turned to the sink washing the dishes.
Farrah got an email asking if the play was really about that. Heija got a similar
email but in a harsher tone. Farrah went to the owner and showed it to him and he
said that he had given out their emails because the crowd had pressed him like he
had created the thing. Farrah went home and opened into Campbell’s empty room
and pulled out all of his notebooks and took pictures, the descriptions and the
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faded drawings of women and the spark words like ‘lost’ and ‘blinded’, and she
sent them to all of the inquirers. She deleted her email and returned the cotton
dress to the store.
The morning was flurrying. Church dresses grazed along the streets and string
lights poured golden haze into the air, the city floating. She slipped through the
crowd of families and elderly walkers into the center of the city, the cultural
district. She turned into the large plaza with many statues and sculptures and sat
at the fountain of a warrior swan, a swan with the legs and arms of a human
thrusting its shiny beak to the sky. She finally looked at all of the things in the
streets.
Paco no longer ate dairy products. He also wanted to limit his relationships since
those could be the key to one’s well-being. He asked if she still did the plays and
she said no, and seemingly at the same time they shrugged.
Paco had a two-sidedness to all of his actions, she said, even when he did a good
thing. He recalled those gifts he gave her before the plays like the relaxing lotion.
And the trip to the field of violets, that was the last thing his father showed him
before he was admitted into a mental hospital. Farrah shoved her fist into her
mouth, chomped down.
She did wear the lotion sometimes, she said, on her nape. They sat on the quay
kicking over the water with their fingers grazing. Paco pointed out a small boat
with green searchlights and called it the arrival of aliens, but Farrah snapped that
it was just evolved dolphins. A buzz of teenagers ran around the area, holding
drinks and speakers, Farrah called out their rowdy behavior, said that 100% she
would rather be a stupid fucking teenager.
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Winner of the 2020 Barry Hannah Prize for Fiction
Of “There’s a Magic to It,” Maurice Carlos Ruffin says: “There is a magic to the 
astounding use of language that I’ve never seen before. It encompasses the 
protagonist’s feeling of alienation, dislocation, and interruption without occurring 
meaning. Farrah is complex, alive, impossible to forget.”
JOHN HERRING is from Valley Stream, New York. He currently lives in Oakland, 
California, working as a Special Education aide. He spends his time teaching, 
traveling, and writing stories. He hopes to continue to do these things into the 
foreseeable future.
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IF ELECTED ALAMOSA RODEO QUEEN
Edward Helfers
I would use the sequined sash, the fiberglass tiara, the silver belt buckle molded
like a shooting star, the long lasso of golden hair hanging past my hip to enact a
number of long overdue changes.
For starters, in lieu of mutton busting, sheep would ride the children, somehow.
Flash photography, irritant to animals and competitors alike, would result in a
hefty fine.
Clowns would not be permitted in the ring or on the premises. In their place,
during the first intermission, understudies from the Albuquerque Ballet (painted
longhorn skulls, camouflage leotards) would reinterpret the minotaur’s search for
identity, his mother’s disavowal, lonely years spent in solitude and starvation,
death by the blade of Theseus, sweet deliverance from that endless, inescapable
maze.
Barrel racing continues as before, except on bicycles through quicksand. 
Calf roping shall be renamed calf rearing, the champion determined by depth of
bond and milk chugging.
To the EMTs leaning listless over the fence, flanked by a fleet of ambulances, I
would say go home, be with your loved ones, tend to the unseen wounds that have
opened in your absence.
Second Intermission sans performers: Trampolines. Pogo sticks. A ring of fire. The
audience is asked to imagine.
Say goodbye to rubbery hot dogs and rock hard funnel cake, soft drinks short on
syrup, stale popcorn that sticks between your teeth for days. Instead, the new and
improved concessions menu features peppers exclusively (hatch, poblano, sweet,
bell, ghost). Master gardeners from all corners of the state will be on hand, ready
to divulge gestation tips, to commiserate over the great difficulty of determining
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final spring frost.
Announcers will be hired on the basis of beatboxing ability and knowledge of
Indigenous history.
Disqualifications will be issued early and often, for violations including untucked
shirts, unsportsmanlike conduct, failure to acknowledge fate, illegal use of
adhesive, and mullets.
As for the bulls, I would learn their names, their favorite lullabies before risking
my hand into trailer enclosures, opening to ruddy tongues my salted palms. One
by one, unbeknownst to handlers distracted by my flirtatious rivals, I would
quietly unlatch the gates, relinquishing the imprisoned unto parking-lot-adjacent
pastures, ragged meadows overrun with buttercup and cornflower, grasses tall
enough to hide tawny recumbent bodies. It is possible, I hope to prove through
this experiment, for anger to become joy, rage to become release.
In the final intermission, two dozen fans selected at random wander the ring
blindfolded in a rousing game of red light, green light. Faults result in hogties until
one “survivor” remains, rewarded for their efforts in song, a slow, somber
rendition of Tumbling Tumbleweeds played on recorder by me. 
Dear dejected bulldoggers gathered in the bleachers, punching dust out of ten-
gallon hats, rolling and unrolling the sleeves of your weathered checkered shirts,
cracking knuckles in a mildly threatening manner, let me say this, “At least you
have each other. Reflect on all that you are not, and find strength in the admission
of weakness.” 
Everyone leaves a winner. But the real winner, the one who waits longest to ask
who the winner is, will be crowned Rodeo King, afforded a sparkling suit for the
Cowboy Ball, halfway between late Elvis and Mariachi maestro, and when the
band strikes up for the ceremonial dance—steel guitars twanging, sleepy brush on
the snare—I will be gone, singing under starlight, driving down the mountain in a
stolen convertible, headed to the hospital where the rookie hung up on the horn
days prior lay badly in need of a miracle, of some stimulus to snap him from his
stupor, and when that happens, when he gazes into my appraising eyes, perhaps I
will finally see a man whose mind can be changed, who can learn how to let go of
lonely deserted dreams.
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EDWARD HELFERS teaches for the Literature Department at American
University in Washington, D.C. You can find some of his work in Puerto Del Sol,
The Rupture, DIAGRAM, Web Conjunctions, and elsewhere. Born in Missouri, he
now lives with his wife and two sons in Silver Spring, Maryland.
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AT THE MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART
Allie Mariano
The woman at the welcome counter suggests I begin at the bottom of the museum
and work my way up. She presses a brochure in my hands and guides me past the
elevator and a hallway and gestures to the back gallery. I appreciate suggestions
like this as I am always craving logic, order.
I glance at the gallery, taking in nothing.
I like order on my terms. I watch this greeter walk away, and as soon as she busies
herself with something at her counter, I hop on the elevator. It takes me to a
terrace where I can view the city: the arts center across the street, the
surrounding historic constructions, two large cranes rising above the buildings in
the immediate vicinity, and the Crescent City Connection at a drastic angle, taking
cars away to the West Bank against a gray, humid sky.
Two large metal statues repose on the terrace as well. Contemporary or modern,
neither move me, so I walk inside to the special exhibit, “Big,” a showing of large
pieces from the museum’s collection. This seems to be the only common thread
other than, of course, their Southern origins, as this museum is a museum of
Southern art. The most impressive: a multimedia concoction by a New Orleans
artist that seems reminiscent of both shotgun home and swamp shack, falling
apart, a jumble of post-Katrina debris. It is three dimensional. Two rag-and-straw
dolls sit on a railing. I don’t stay too long as other patrons, a couple I assume are
European tourists, crowd me while I look upon the display.
I escape to the floor below.
Here, there is photography: portrait, landscape, architectural, composed,
manipulated, blown up, printed on tin, shrunk down, colors added, taken away. It
runs the gamut. The pieces of religious influence and confluence affect me the
most, in particular the work of a man which is explained to be inspired by the
baroque images in his family bible, and which bears titles of specific quotes like
“You Always Resist the Holy Spirit, Just as Your Father Did” and “A Flame Came
Up Out of the Rock.” The titles seem to be non sequiturs, but upon further analysis
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and inspection, they are precise descriptions of the images. These feel real and
true to my own experience with the church.
Another floor below, and I find an exhibit by children. An artist asked children to
draw bees. The walls are lined with children’s drawings of bees, which individually
look like typical child-artist renderings, but taken in full scope provide a pleasing
tile-effect that impresses upon the viewer the subjectivity of art and also the
beauty with which children see the earth.
I begin to feel a bit fatigued from taking in so much. In saturation, art all starts to
look the same, despite obvious differences. Like reading the news every day,
suddenly everything is a tragedy, and nothing stands out and we grow indifferent.
Even art can be in surplus.
The second-floor landing has only a door that reads “staff,” but I twist the handle. I
am curious to see the offices of the museum employees. It opens. I look up the
stairs and see a docent staring at his phone. I slip inside. I find a carpeted hall,
fluorescent-lit, which leads to a breezeway over the first floor. I look down at the
entrance and the museum shop with its appealing colors and less appealing price
tags that sit in wait of suckers like me.
Through the breezeway I find a row of office doors. Between each door more
photographs hang on the wall, all displayed in uniform black frames with white
mats. They are portraits and action shots: blues musicians, quinceañera
celebrations, Zulu kings, and drag queens. So, for the employees: walls, not unlike
the museum, but more sterile, more industrial, and this collage of the city’s
intersection.
I look inside one office window. No one is there, and I can see a typical office desk
with a few family photos framed. If I could just see the photos, I would know this
person. I think that a family photo in an art museum might itself just be art. This
office has a small window beyond the desk. I look through the window on the door
to the window in the room and cannot see much, except that the outside light is
gray and dim. I peer at that gray square of light.
A wave of water smacks the glass. I jump back and look around, expecting a tidal
wave to engulf the building. But I am alone in this hallway, and I cannot rhyme this
with the sudden surge of water. I step away from the office, and at the end of this
hall: another door with a sign indicating more stairs. This is a museum of doors.
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Down again, to the first floor. To my right, the gallery I ignored earlier. To my left,
the entrance and gift shop. Ahead, another hallway that leads away from the main
floor. This is a museum of stairways and hallways.
I walk ahead. The walls fade from painted sheetrock to painted brick to crumbling
brick. A railing runs along the wall, more chipped and worn the further I follow it
down the hallway. On one side, the brick has completely crumbled away revealing
a cavernous hole in the wall. At the top of the hole, pipes lead from my safe
hallway and disappear into the ceiling. Below the hole, a large painting of a
carnival parade leans against the wall. The colors are bright and seem to melt
down the canvas. I see drops of paint on the frame. Though I am tempted to get
closer and look behind it, the hole makes me uneasy, so I continue down the hall
into an alcove that displays more photographs, architectural and typical of New
Orleans photography. The bright colors of the shotgun homes glow under sunny
skies. The wrought iron balconies of the Quarter, shot at impressive angles. At the
bottom of each building or home, water seems to lap at the foundation.
In one corner, another staircase, and I walk slowly toward it. No other patrons
have ventured to this back room, and I don’t see any signs indicating which exhibit
or gallery this might lead to. I pull the museum brochure out of my bag and it says
nothing of below-ground galleries. Perhaps this is simply storage for the collection
backlog. Perhaps it is a janitorial area. I do not resist. I take the stairs. More
photographs of New Orleans architecture with water: now lapping at the
thresholds.
I descend further, reaching a landing that turns and reveals more steps. The
lighting remains steady. Sconces light the stairwell every few feet and illuminate
the framed photos. Further, still, I noticed that the water in the photos rises the
deeper I go into the museum’s cavernous depths. On this photo, the water
breaches a threshold. On this photo, the water taps a doorknob. On this, the Jesus
behind St. Louis cathedral dips his feet in the water. On this one, the eaves of the
Cabildo peak out over a murky sea. On this one, the city is recognizable only by
the bridge that once crossed the Mississippi, its two peaks rise, undeterred, from
the gulf.
— Note: The following real artworks are referenced in this piece. The “multimedia concoction”
references an untitled mixed media piece by New Orleans artist Jeffrey Cook. “You Always Resist the
Holy Spirit, Just as Your Father Did” and “A Flame Came Up Out of the Rock” are both photographic
works by Maury Gortemiller. The “exhibit by children” references a 2018 Artist and Sense of Place
exhibition titled, What are Native Bees, Y’all? by artist Shawn Hall and 200 of Bonella A. St. Ville
Elementary School’s students. Many thanks to the Ogden for exposing me to these works.
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Runner-up for the 2020 Barry Hannah Prize for Fiction
ALLIE MARIANO’s writing has appeared in CutBank, Philadelphia
Stories, Another Chicago Magazine, New Orleans’ The Times-Picayune, and other
places. This past fall, her short story collection, Dead Women and Other
Stories was a finalist for the Hudson Prize at Black Lawrence Press. When she’s
not writing or teaching, she can be found biking in the Ouachita Forest.
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TRUTH WITHOUT FAITH IS DEATH
A Conversation with Sarah Matthes
Photo by Sarah Matthes
Sarah Matthes is a poet from central New Jersey. Her debut collection of poetry
Town Crier (Persea, 2021) won the Lexi Rudnitsky First Book Prize. Selected
poems have appeared or are forthcoming with BOAAT, Pleiades, The Iowa
Review, jubilat, Black Warrior Review, Yalobusha Review, Midst, and elsewhere.
She has received support for her work from the Yiddish Book Center and the
Civitella Ranieri Foundation, and is the recipient of an Academy of American
Poets Prize, as well as the the 2019 Tor House Prize from the Robinson Jeffers
Foundation. A graduate of the Michener Center for Writers, she still lives in
Austin, TX, where she serves as the managing editor of Bat City Review. Find her
online at sarahmatthes.com
Town Crier is forthcoming with Persea Books in Spring of 2021.
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Andy Sia and Mason Wray are respectively the senior poetry editor and the 
poetry editor of Yalobusha Review.
AS: Congratulations on your first book! Town Crier is, in part, a moving tribute to 
the late poet and your friend Max Ritvo. The book seems invested in rituals, one of 
which is the ritual of naming. You write: “It’s about learning the true name of the 
sea.” In another poem: “Of all the things our human tongues have done, / ‘fishing’ is 
perhaps the greatest violence: // Making a name into a word / that means to kill 
the name.” Can you speak about the relationship between grief and naming?
SM: One of the first things Max ever taught me was a single word, “lacuna:” an 
unfilled space; a missing word or section in a text; what is left behind when the 
fragment is snatched away. I’m interested in the language of absences, and the 
paradox of writing into vacancies. Language is entirely physical to me: when it 
uses ink or paper, you hold it in your hands, and when it uses breath or time, you 
hold it in your body. How can the action of adding to the world, of building a 
poem in bricks of words and breaks, communicate the airless implosion of 
grieving what is gone? I guess that’s how grief feels to me in its most desperate, 
personal times: like the gone-ness of the person has ripped the atmosphere out 
of my center, and there’s this gaping column of nothing. Sometimes with Max I 
feel like his mind is the shining fragment, and my life is the contextualizing text 
left behind, the magazine page from which the more interesting moments have 
been clipped. I’m a glossy, incomprehensible paper full of weirdly-shaped holes. 
But if I can call those holes lacunae, then their spaces become activated, 
definitionally, by what is not there. It’s a way for language to make space for the 
absence of language! A linguistic evolution, if you ask me, which it seems you 
are!
Names also occupy certain exciting planes of liminality. They’re publicly-utilized 
private decisions. They’re sometimes early drafts of language systems: if I invent 
a new and groundbreaking dance, as I often do, I might consider what to “call” 
that dance, let’s say “Blank,” and by the next day I am “Blanking” all over the 
house, and by next week it’s a worldwide phenomenon and everyone is saying 
“where did you learn to blank like that?” It has been stripped of its coronation, 
expelled from the town of Proper Nouns and into the vast realm of Scrabble-
acceptability. Our language is filled with words that once were names, that carry 
within them a history of specificity and privateness that has been spun into
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sturdy parts of speech. How like grief that feels to me: I look at Town Crier 
sometimes and think, “Wow, look at all this language! It means something! …But 
wasn’t there a person once inside all that?” Maybe naming in this book is a kind 
of re-animation, an attempt to return different grammatical categorizations to 
an earlier, soupier version. This might be the opposite of what I said earlier 
about evolution — it’s a kind of devolution, like a much less academic 
etymological investigation of what we call things. A way to personalize what has 
been de-personalized, which is something I struggle with in grief. Time spins my 
memories thinner: when I go back to images of people I’ve lost now it feels like 
revisiting a photograph, and the memory is corrupted by other memories of 
times I’ve visited with that picture. It all gets stacked and compounded until I 
feel very far away from the thing itself, the feeling, the person. Naming feels like 
a way of getting back to the center, of peeling away the prepositions and clauses 
that distance me from the thing I am really missing.
MW: I love this notion of the lacuna and activating absence so that it completes a 
new sort of whole. It makes me think about the role of religion and Judaism in
Town Crier. There is the literal absence of the letter in naming “G-d”, but more 
broadly, it seems like the mystery and absence of knowability inherent to religion 
offers a necessary space in these poems to imagine into, to dream into, to hope. 
What kind of space (or absence) do you feel religion holds in the book? What role 
does it play for you as a poet?
SM: Writing the word “G-d” with a missing “o” is a practice some Jews engage in 
as an interpretation of a mitzvah (a commandment) in the Torah that prohibits 
us from destroying, erasing, or disposing of the name of G-d: this means that if 
you wrote G-d’s name out fully, you wouldn’t be allowed to rip or throw away 
the document on which the name was written. As a safeguard against this, some 
Jewish people use a dash so that if the document is ever tampered with or 
destroyed, they haven’t actually desecrated the name of G-d. But I find the 
tension in this practice totally compelling: erasing a letter to protect against 
erasing the thing itself. It leaves its own lacuna, like you said — a protective or 
protected space of necessary absence into which I can imagine. There’s a 
destabilization within that space, a lack of certainty that feels representative of 
my own inquisitive usage of the word: most often in the book “G-d” is paired 
with “what if” or “maybe” or “had we” — suppositions and subjunctives.
The other loudest Jewish reference in this book (though there are many other
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little murmurs) is the presence of the Golem, a folkloric automaton made of clay 
who is animated by the creative power of language. To bring a Golem to life, you 
write the Hebrew word emet, meaning “truth,” on its forehead. To kill it, you 
remove the letter aleph from that word, which leaves the word met, or death. On 
its own, this is remarkable: language holds the power, literally, to create and 
destroy. But even more exciting to me is that the aleph is the letter of faith: it is 
built visually to represent the connection between people and G-d. Truth 
without faith is death. I don’t mean this in a “you just have to believe in 
something” kind of familiar way. To me it means that truth requires active 
human participation. Poetry doesn’t require my knowing of truths, but it 
requires my believing in them, and my searching for them. Energetic 
participation, alive with trajectory. The vector I leave in my wake is the trail of 
proof that I am trying to honor what language knows that I do not: it is all the 
little documents of my education in being a person. Judaism is one face of that, 
but the pursuit is ultimately prismatic. I believe in G-d, in my own way, but I also 
just believe in trees. I think over time I’m trying more and more to pour the first 
belief into the second, to prioritize the “thingness” of faith, and less the
“thinkiness” — I’m not sure I’ve done that in this book, and certainly not in this 
interview, but I’ve got a whole life left to figure that out (G-d willing hehe)!
AS: One place I see the thingness of faith at play is in the attention to the material 
realities and sustenance of the body. Food counteracts, yet is dependent on, 
death. Encountering “one chipmunk / facedeep / in second, dead chipmunk,” the 
speaker asks in the opening poem: “What kind of mind / is unable to recognize the 
difference // between a chipmunk in mourning / and a chipmunk at lunch.” But 
food is not merely pragmatic or sustaining. It promises a kind of transgressive 
pleasure, for example, when the speaker eats blackberries and notices the “juice 
bursting out of black balloons” or when she entertains the thought of consuming 
the “living” bodies of cicadas. Can you expand on the significance of food and 
eating?
SM: Food is perhaps the most dominant thing-centric ritual of Judaism in which I 
engage: holiday meals are like tables full of metaphor. We make the bread round 
because so is time. We dip the parsley in the salt because the salt is tears. We 
eat things to remember, and we remember in order to survive. I think food lends 
itself so well to rituals of faith for the same reasons it flourishes in poetry: it’s 
utterly sensory; it shocks the mind out of its coronated center and into all the 
body’s extremities. I think it’s important to shock my mind out of place. When it
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burrows too deep into its traditional control center, it starts to self-destruct, 
like a clenched fist drawing blood. When I send my mind into my body, when I let 
it sit inside my senses, that hand unclenches. Sometimes poems need to eat a 
thing to experience that kind of release.
I used to be an actor, and the favorite roles I had were always the ones in which I 
could eat on stage. I loved being able to taste orange juice on my breath, or feel 
the way a raw egg turned inside my stomach. Even better is if the audience can 
smell it a little. You’re not faking it: under all those stage lights, your body starts 
digesting the food your character has consumed. There’s a way in which eating 
on stage pierces through the fiction, unifying the experience of character, 
performer, and observer: I imagine my draw to food in writing has something to 
do with this sensory synthesis across participating minds.
But the way consumption happens in this book is, as you mentioned, often 
transgressive or uncomfortable. Looking back through it now, it was a surprise 
how often the poems want not only to eat things, but to savor, to consume, 
sometimes even to harm or disappear them. It’s not just sensory; it’s also deeply 
sensual – I sometimes like to call kissing “slow, ineffective eating.” But inside of 
that sensuality is an abiding destruction, an almost gluttonous pull toward 
consumption as a way of understanding/possessing that I find dark and true. 
There’s so much power at play in a child being dared to eat a cicada; there’s so 
much shame latent in the humor of a penis, likened to piece of gefilte fish.
MW: You close the collection with the poem, “A Preposition to Follow ‘Live,’” 
which first appeared in YR:27. The poem so beautifully walks the tension between 
elegiac mourning and hope that propels much of the book with lines like “If I don’t 
survive it, please / remember the / right things about me: // The time I was caught 
singing / among the violins.” I wonder if you might just talk about this poem a bit: 
how it came to be and why you chose it as the final piece in this collection?
SM: The dream that opens “A Preposition to Follow ‘Live’,” in which ever-
growing metal spheres roll through a grassy field, is my brother’s from his 
childhood: when Yalobusha published this poem, he wrote something sweet to 
me, like “Hey, that’s mine!” so I thought I should cite him here. Hi, Erich, and 
thank you for your nightmares.
I wrote the first draft of this poem in 2017, and those earlier versions are
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denser, heavier: they never wake up from this borrowed bad dream. They didn’t
meet the title’s vision: they only “lived through,” but didn’t manage to
prepositionally position themselves in any fresher vantage. I wanted to free this
speaker a little bit. Could she live within? at? among? beyond? I knew the ending
would be crucial to disrupt the poem’s tight whirlpool of tension. What are now
the last few lines of the poem had been a short piece all their own, but were
spoken by a personified “universe,” and addressed back to the reader. I thought
they were encouraging, freeing. There’s hope in the idea that if you don’t have
the tools to play your instrument, you can choose to sing. There’s a release in the
possibility that “no one would notice the difference.” I thought it was interesting
that I was so uncomfortable letting my speaker use the language of hope for
herself, toward herself. I wanted to let her own that memory. So the two poems
joined, and they fused together through this little interlude of shifting
perceptions of memory, and the way that language creates our recollections.
Sometimes, my life is corrupted by the shape of the griefs it holds, like a heavy
ceramic object held in a thin cloth bag. I can’t see it anymore: I can’t remember
the little parts of the lives I miss in their glossy, thingy glory. It feels like the role
my life plays is to conceal that object, to hold it close so nobody can take it from
me, but never to really look at it. I’m afraid to look: if I don’t, then the bag
remains full of potential energy, an ostensibly endless vault of memories. But my
life is not a bag, or a magic trick. Objects have limits, have ends: so do lives. And
then I wonder: what shape will I take when I am held in the memory of the
living? Will my life be remembered as it was for most of its journey: a vase, a
container for other lives, other beauties? Or will it be reduced to the thing it was
at the end: an urn, holding only the strict ashes of itself?
I wanted to let my speaker own the image of the bow-less violinist. I wanted to
let myself own it, too: I wanted to take on the things I imagine for myself as
deeply into my memory as I have taken on the dreams of others, the dark ones
and the bright. Who I hoped to be when I was young is still a part of who was
then. I wanted to remind myself that I have already done the work I want to be
remembered for. I do it every day that I choose to do the work of the living.
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[“ONLY THIS FEATHER…]
Joshua Smith
“Only this feather is me,” said the bird.
So the hunter took the rest.
JOSHUA SMITH’s work is collected at jsmith.bio
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[in which the jackals show their faces]
I did not need many words.
I did not enjoy the shade.
I wasn’t unlike rocks.
I knew my end, my fragrance.
May I introduce you to my friend, the Jackal?
(He aches me.)
If not the Jackal in the daylight.
If not the horse’s ample calf.
If not thieves, the shattered window pane breaks in uponward.
If not the mapping of their bounty.
If not when waters overflow.
The horse’s even-tempered sigh —
The Jackal’s scramble up the stud—
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If the Jackal when the footprints.
If the ladder why the Jackal.
If the drinking why not dripping down its downy beard.
If the thieves in broken windows.
& down, & down, & higher.
If the Jackal if the Jackal.
If why how the horse do horsey things by rivers, lakes, etc.
If do that and that the this then how the horses do their horsing.
I was going into town to warn the people
of the danger, how the voices were attacking,
how the visions were relentless, how the smell
the sound the buzzing from the bugs—
[in which i try to overcome]
I lengthen, I sicken, I stretch, I weaken the pass.
Three times I wake in the night.
The Jackals laugh, they laugh, (continue laughing).
And am I fool for their enjoyment? Do I cease for them alone?
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I walked from one place to the next,
a village to a village, towns & cities,
great ones, counting time through
cry of cock-crow — well? 1. The day
begins, the swell of grasses heating
2. The day continues and continu
and continues once again 3. The day
the breath the bodies cease, etc, etc,
I was angry I was cold; the rain, the
snow, the lonely looks of those who
hadn’t heard the news, the troubled
cry the anguished cry the pleasured
moan slash doleful cry of animals
in rapture.
I walk until my feet aren’t feet, my toes untoed and crossing.
I don’t have anything to give but this, my flesh, the space between me.
AARON LOPATIN is a poet and teacher from Michigan. A finalist for the 2019
Snowbound Chapbook Award from Tupelo Press, his work has appeared in Tupelo
Quarterly, Nat. Brut, The Spectacle, and elsewhere. He currently lives in Boise, ID
where he is completing his MFA at Boise State University.
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VOID TELEGRAPH
Ceridwen Hall
convenience accounts for only half our remoteness since the wires vanished stop
I said rupture and blinked stop You said you wanted lightning not meaning stop If
one absence indicates another I am not looking but listening stop For what is
missing in a confusion of cities and decades where voices are always cheerful or
always quiet stop No one can tell anymore when we are pretending but defunct
machines fascinate me and broken codes stop Tangled lines stop You asked
weekly though I found it difficult to enclose my life for decoding stop At first
everyone assumed the paper itself must travel stop Changed to pellets or
rendered fluid stop How shocking then to read a friend in strange hand
CERIDWEN HALL is a poet, editor, and educator from Ohio. She is the author of a
chapbook, Automotive (Finishing Line Press). Her work has appeared in Spoon
River Poetry Review, TriQuarterly, Pembroke Magazine, Tar River Poetry, The
Cincinnati Review, and other journals.
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PORTRAIT OF A QUEEN WITH DIRTY
MARTINI, COVERED IN CAT HAIR
Natalie Tombasco
Once upon a liquid lunch, the Queen of Sourpuss plunged
 into the magic mirror, tunneling down to the realm
 of mismatched glassware, she began to doubt, who
was the fairest, after all? Flush as a pimento, she screamed
           at the gilded frame, “I’ve got purses older than you!”
& eye-rolled her way through woodland creatures,
trampling gnarled groves—what would Marx say of the price
           of apples? She avoided the life-saving kisses, the necrophiliacs.
What she needed was Andy Cohen, a botox frown,
an expensive skincare routine. She needed answers.
           The Queen of Compact Mirrors arrived at the glass lagoon.
Out from sharp waves, the Old Wives appear hooded,
glistening—as if they have concluded treaties with whelk.
           The thing about Old Wives are their violet eyes & how
they enter rooms mouth-first, singing katydid hymns.
One Wife turns into a ferry and shuttles them across a century
           towards the Guarded Place. The Queen can only think copper
thoughts as she bores the Old Wives with her stories,
each one beginning, “…my stomach growled, and then I left.”
           It is in their secret bog place where the Old Wives get comfortable;
one reveals her housedress & varicose veins, one tweezes
her chin, another slingshots a bra onto the lip of the mantle.
           In this place, they speak in metalanguage like bluejay gossip.
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Boy, do they pass the Bechdel test. The Queen of Hot Flashes
is served Marlboro Lights, the heart of a sad virgin. Never
           expect a queen to do her dirty work. A throaty storm rolls in
like the emptying of an ashtray. The leader grunts the signal:
it is time. They walk Her Evilness down a long hallway
           of prismatic wallpaper & doors: rooms of girls, rooms lush
with flora & fountains, conservatories of deathcomas.
Temptation is wire hangers is napalm is nectar.
           Her Badness digs her maraschino manicure into a reflecting
coffin, as if to say, this one. Up, up to the laboratory,
the Old Wives get to the bunsen burner: bee pollen, an eye for an eye,
           a pinch of jellyfish. The Queen needs something of pretty girls,
starving girls—girls who are withering, weaponlike.
The Replica levitates over a pedestal: a succulent larvae
           of dead matter & cold cream. Her Realness thinks of the men
in her life—mail carriers, henchmen, philosophers—
their heavy breasts, their under-eye bags like pregnancy pillows;
           thinks of how each morning she mouths olive juice, olive juice,
olive juice into the looking glass; thinks of vanity as worthiness,
as something that can’t be washed off in an ancient pond,
           as a little reminder, like an old dog, of your replacement; thinks
of how beauty can be stuck inside a canvas, grown in an incubator,
           or spill & roll away like marbles on an uneven floor.
NATALIE LOUISE TOMBASCO is pursuing a PhD in Creative Writing at Florida
State University and serves as the Interviews Editor of the Southeast Review. Her
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work can be found in Copper Nickel, Southwest Review, Fairy Tale Review,
Painted Bride Quarterly, Meridian, Salt Hill, Third Coast, The Rumpus, The Boiler,
Poet Lore, VIDA Review, among others. She has been nominated for the Best New








a cry clean as a coffin at the party everyone
softly competes to hold the baby and I cannot
make myself feel this rain glazes the glass they
are saying my pretty girl my pretty girl a soft
pink eucharist face crumbling on the boat we
can see the shadows of fish on the sonar 
branches poking above the lake’s shore I touch
my lips am I a woman am I femme enough if I
don’t want small bones pressed against my
chest on land the fontanelle forest is gray & 
stripped of bark by deer everyone wants to
hold the thing in my chest a doe unfolds its hooves 
hold me steady if she breaks loose she
can’t swim neither of us can I can be as small as
a baby’s fourteen-inch box
Aroace Girl with Kettles and Cradles
I make space for everyone and for every man’s anger
like lead in milk I know how to be invisible even to myself
come morning I’ll be girl again
but tonight I’m unchurched jawbone chewing sulphur from
a match for every time I’ve smiled in spite of
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I shut out the mouths of everyone who wants
to feed from whatever teat they can find on me
I bow in a kitchen fulminated to such unfamiliar light
I tear my lips off so no words soften
my spine to salt—I slide my hand down to cradle
every name for the extinction I pull from between my thighs
loving no one but myself
I am so unconscionable
a heart boils in the belly of every kettle screaming like a baby
I will arrange all my locks
of hair on the floor and call them my periods
severed from the ends of sentences for people
all I’ve grown just to cut away
KELLY WEBER is the author of the forthcoming poetry collection We Are 
Changed to Deer at the Broken Place (Tupelo Press) and the forthcoming 
chapbook The Dodo Heart Museum (Dancing Girl Press). Her work has 
received Pushcart nominations and has appeared or is forthcoming in The 
Laurel Review, Brevity, The Missouri Review, Cream City Review, Palette 
Poetry, Southeast Review, Passages North, and elsewhere. She holds an 
MFA from Colorado State University and lives in Colorado with two 
rescue cats. More of her work can be found at kellymweber.com.
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GRID (12): FIREPLACES
Jaydn DeWald
. . . a world out of objects shared between us.
—Maya Catherine Popa
Glowing behind antique brass screens: Hea(r)t source. Made-to-order crackle. As 
though you must kneel here, shivering, warming your hands palm outward. To 
feed, to stoke; to douse, to smother. Inviting lucidity. So that a wing of smoke may 
rise, soar townward, then hover for a feathery vanish outside his balcony window. 
Classic centerpiece of a room. 19th-century television. With brick trimmer, 
chimney breast, andiron, crane. Our shadows performing (affordable & energy-
efficient) on Plato’s cave walls. Shall I spit-roast the chicken? Burn your letters 
one at a time? All at once the lawyers disrobe, lie supine on the yakisugi hearth 
seat, their leaf-veined cocks glinting variously above their navels. “Gather round, 
everybody.” On spider-cracked concrete. Indoors & out. In the flickering of which 
he can still see you guiding the blade across your forearm. Ethanol, wood-burning, 
gas-powered, coal. To (re)unite the living space. Ignite stories/incantations—gold 
sparks ribboning into darkness. Doubled in lacquered earthenware, his ghost-
white Reebok Pumps. A monument to romance? Let it burn. Color of fury, color of 
a vast mouth yawning above me. With rainwater catchments. Automatic on/off 
sensors. Long-held gaze over long-held shoulder. Look: In the deepest caverns of 
sleep, your eyes, too, will smolder & smolder . . .
JAYDN DEWALD is the author of the essay collection SHEETS OF SOUND
(Broken Sleep Books, 2020); a cross-genre book, THE ROSEBUD VARIATIONS
(Broken Sleep Books, forthcoming Sept 2021); and five limited-edition chapbooks, 
most recently A LOVE SUPREME: fragments & ephemera, winner of the 2019 
Quarterly West Chapbook Contest. He is Assistant Professor of English and 
Director of Creative Writing at Piedmont College in Demorest, Georgia.
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Let me speak of the splendor of Your power and Your wondrous deeds.
we walked into the trees / Afraid, letting our syllables be soft / For fear of waking
the rooks… / That, then, is loveliness, we said, / Children in wonder watching the
stars, / Is the aim and the end.
—Dylan Thomas
‘Does the daylight astonish.’ Does the orange. Does the navel.
The chromosome. The absence of silence. Who asks.
Who asks for wonder. Please. Permit me
to open my chipped beak. To sing. To signal. To send
sugar through to the suffering. A pair
of raptors seemingly confront
a parapet of smaller sparrows
all perched on the limb of a ghost tree.
A trick of light. Elusive needles the color of bone. Barely
discernible in the shift of morning
sun as the roots of each tree
tangle and reach out to one other.
//
Once we—the we that was          and is          dying
more rapidly
of natural/unnatural causes
day by day—called you
the chicken hawk          for your great and terrible deeds
of expanse and plunder.
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So. Here I am. Hineni. Without refrain. Praying
for contravention. In the morning.
In the early evening
the crows on the peeling
sycamore recognize us. If there is enough light.
Left. Just at the stretch of the tree. For them.
You understand. Not the same
for you and me.          A hallowed/hollowed
out yellow.          A drape of gold.
I want to wear. To go walking as one of your creatures.
//
Dear Affection.
I have for you a garment. To increase
the delicate atmosphere of your body.
Yours & mine.
A part of the sieged biome.
Dear Affliction. For a long time I did not know how
to write out          of sickness. Physical illness.
Recoil. Pain          no pitted viper would visit upon a viper.
So constant. So complete. I can’t recall
my body before. The pleasure of pleasure and the pleasure
of forgetting the body altogether. Or the tenor
of conversations
in midstream. Failure of form.
Now guilty of gilding the snake. Converting our exchange
into a river. Which flows.
And yet. I am t/here still building with sand and straw
in my nose and mouth. Eyes and ears. Still
on the rhythm of the nile’s floodwaters.
Still lightly pulling up the tussled covers over your sweet sleeping body.
Grasping for patience. Begging. Bartering. Mourning.
No cool shadow from these leaves.
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Instead. Exposed.          Kept alive          ‘but to what purpose’
by my root-mates.          On the precipice.
//
On the precipice of losing the light. The sparrows.
The chicken hawks. The american crows. But at times
I think ‘Let all who are hungry
come and eat.’ Not simply. Locusts.
We bundle tightly—how else—against the burning cold. We wear
our thoughts. Our speech. Our actions. A body
consists of its being. Plus time. In time. I have lost the sense
that I am one with my skin. So. Compelled. We must
do. Then understand.          Who ripped whom from their hinges.
So. I critique myself on graph paper
and singe/sign myself an encaustic
and what I own you will own. So we are we.
Gently. With glitches. The ‘owners
of a 21st century mind’
of mirrors and confection. Mixed and allotted metaphors.
Brainiac and Mysterio. Confetti
of canopied light. And all around our ‘companions
are falling’ without wings
thinking you do not see
the roots of our design. The materials. Or our desire.
//
Where is it written          people of the people before
that you should be happy all the time. Sympathy
is in the dictionary. Said my two east borough
grandmothers. Respectfully. The eleventh commandment.
But yesterday I read an old folktale
to my round children
about an impoverished panda bear from a small village
who catches a raccoon
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breaking and entering and offers
the confused bandit his only coat. Worn as it is. Then sits
unknowingly beneath an saw-whet
in a cedar tree. On the hillside. Tufts of dark
grass. Darkened. Beneath the milk moon. Eluding
the brain’s visual processing. And my children
beneath a pillar of cloud and sky do not ask
about nakedness.          Later they struggle
out of their clothes to run through the sprinkler.
I wish I could keep this day in my pocket.
My daughter pronounces. My bucket

















and an orange tabby
drinks from a puddle
with its red
papillae tongue.
Why is the angel


















Due. Dewdrops on frosted grass blades. In early morning. Out
by the woodpile. Blood. Too.
The unreal real skein of intestines. The bright unreal
real red. Of a possum or a raccoon or a house cat.
Perhaps. Impossible for the laymen to tell. Imagine.
Imagine an unending psalm.
Due. When we condense. The lungs expand.
I confess. I found the world. I said. Intact
with coastlines / glaciers / coral reefs / rainforests.
I found you. I said. Obsessed
with ‘the shape / the label / the labor / the color / the shade’
of our inadequacy. Our incompetency.
Breath. Breath through your nose. And now
guilty—as I am—of life. Of painting myself
to see myself. Of letting the heated wax drip
burn my skin          cool and harden.
An attempt to connect my thoughts. My speech. My actions. To you.
But of course          I wander          off course          in your wonder.
Perhaps. Too close for you to see. The answer.
Embarrassed. Over what is common. Our common root(s).
Our children          turn into us.          Convert us          into us.
One form          into another.
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DANIEL BIEGELSON is the author of the forthcoming book Of Being Neighbors
(Ricochet Editions) and the chapbook Only the Borrowed Light (VERSE). He
currently serves as Director of the Visiting Writers Series at Northwest Missouri
State University as well as an editor for The Laurel Review. His poems have
appeared in or are forthcoming from Denver Quarterly, FIELD, Interim, RHINO
Poetry, Timber, TYPO, and Zone 3 among other places.
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Your parents practice a small exodus
after your birth. They tie
your feet
to a black dune, their fleecy wing
tips cover your eyes.
They offer their livers
and your liver to your neighbors
and God. Only he doesn’t take them.
Instead, he chooses to coo
loud lullabies every night
over your questions.
Taste it, taste it, he sings even now.
From the corner of your mouth
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who are you, little i
—e.e. cummings
you, i suspect
were made tentatively: exact




i mean, you were someone who cried
             when your korean was young, asked
your father not to call you an ingan         human
because saram         person
was the only word you knew.
every day you invite me to join you at the edge
of every edge, and i do, my ankles
frail for your touching,
       clumsy geese of three wings:
one for itself, one for the world,
one for strangeness.
you call me inconvenient,
like all beautiful things are.
and i see you
headless,
the entirety of the sky as your face
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Born in South Korea and raised in Peru, AE HEE LEE received her MFA from the
University of Notre Dame and is a PhD candidate in Literature and Creative
Writing at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her poetry has been published
or is forthcoming at the Georgia Review, New England Review, Southeast Review,
Poetry Magazine, and elsewhere. She is the author of Dear Bear, (Platypus Press,
2021) and Bedtime || Riverbed (CompoundPress, 2017).
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